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ABSTRACT

Interface designers often use screenshot images of example
designs as building blocks for new designs. Since images are
unstructured and hard to edit, designers typically reconstruct
screenshots with vector graphics tools in order to reuse or edit
parts of the design. Unfortunately, this reconstruction process
is tedious and slow. We present Rewire, an interactive system
that helps designers leverage example screenshots. Rewire automatically infers a vector representation of screenshots where
each UI component is a separate object with editable shape
and style properties. Based on this representation, the system
provides three design assistance modes that help designers
reuse or redraw components of the example design. The results from our quantitative and user evaluations demonstrate
that Rewire can generate accurate vector representations of
interface screenshots found in the wild and that design assistance enables users to reconstruct and edit example designs
more efficiently compared to a baseline design tool. .
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INTRODUCTION

Examples play a critical role in the interface design process.
Designers browse and curate example galleries for inspiration
[13, 5], explore alternatives with examples [13, 11], and use
examples as building blocks when developing new designs
[16]. One common requirement across many of these scenarios is the need to reuse or edit parts of an example design. For
instance, a designer may want to edit the colors of UI components to explore different palettes, change text labels based on
the target application, or reuse part of an example interface in
a new design. Performing such operations requires example
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Figure 1. Rewire’s Full Vector design assistance mode, in the Adobe
Experience Design (XD) canvas. Designers activate the mode by rightclicking on a screenshot. Designers can then edit the properties and layering of the vectorized output in XD’s Properties and Layers panels.

designs to be represented in an editable way, predominantly as
vector graphics where interface components are specified as
objects with properties that define their shape and appearance.
While vector representations enable reuse and editing, designers can’t easily collect examples in this form because interfaces are often composed of images and shapes that combine
in unexpected ways. Designers may also find examples in real
interfaces where they cannot access a vector representation.
Thus designers typically collect example designs in the form
of screenshots (i.e., raster images). Most devices have shortcuts to copy portions of the screen to an image, which makes
it easy for designers to capture examples. At the same time,
unlike vector graphics, screenshots are flat, unstructured, and
hard to edit. As a result, when a designer wants to modify a
design from an image, they need to reconstruct all or relevant
parts of the content to produce an editable vector representation. This representation must be created by hand by drawing
and specifying the properties of shapes through trial-and-error.
Designers can use commercial vectorization tools, like Illustrator’s ImageTrace, to ease this process. However, because these
tools aim for visual fidelity, they represent their output with
path objects representing visually distinct boundaries in an
image. With paths, changing properties like rectangle corner
radius requires editing many individual control points to modify the relevant boundaries. Changing font properties of text
represented as a path is impossible without creating a text box.
Thus, we aim to extract higher-level semantic objects (e.g.,
rectangles, text boxes) with properties of common UI components (e.g., corner radius, font type). This paper explores how

